College border lands in limbo
Project planners still undecided about
the future of cleared site

Executive Dean Grant Burton points out the site of a proposed Saga development project along Third Street. Watching is his student assistant --Patricia Jaramillo, senior
social science major.
If all goes according to plan, development of the area may begin before Miss Jaramillo
graduates in June.

By LANCE FREDERIKSEN
Daily Feature Writer
It
Now it’s a parking lot.
nearly was student housing. But
at this time, no one knows exactly what will occupy the site.
The future of the area from
South Third Street to South Pourth
Street bordered by East San Carlos and East San Fernando streets
remains an enigma a year after
clearing.
When the area was leveled, the
loss was not lamented by the college community. Instead it was
heralded as an urban renewal project that would eventually benefit both the college and the downtown business areas.
Succumbing to the buldozer
were the California Bookstore,
a Texaco gas station, a Goodyear tire store, the old Spartan
Burger shop, a few houses and two
churches.
To take the place of the deteriorated buildings and shops was to
be the creation of a $30 million
It
College Community Center.
was to include college -related
stores, a student residence tower,
an apartment tower, town houses
and parking

The plan howcv . was deemed
economically unfeasible by the
original developers, Scope Corporation. The main reason cited
by Scope for abandoning the project was that dorm -style living
quarters were simply not wanted
by students.
Of the 19 dorms the company
owned across the country, all but
one were reposessed. For this
reason, Scope dropped its plans
to build dorms at SJS.
Another company, Saga, then took
over the project. It begandrawing
plans for a $20 million project
oriented to the college.
In the meantime, however, student government candidates advocated construction of married
student housing on the site --a
scheme which the college is
powerless to enact.
Actual approval of a plan is given by the San Jose City Planning
Commission. The plan itself is
being devised by private contractors in conjunction with the San
Jose Redevelopment Agency.
College opinions are considered by joint meetings with the
redevelopment agency, Saga and
SJS representatives. During the

Gary Fong

summer months, however college
desires were not heard in drawing the new plans. as college
ntatives were on vacation.
AS a result, college objections
have been raised to Saga’s pro
posals since school began.
The plans included a six
story structure facing SJS along
South Third Street. The lower
two stores would be for parking,
the upper four stories for apartRetail stores
ment dwellings.
would also be an integral part
of the project.
College sources, however, hay,’
expressed fears that this woulo
form both a physical and psychological barrier between the college and the downtown business
district.
Executive Dean Grant Burton.
negotiating for S.IS, said that the
plans drawn up by Saga during the
summer do not meet the needs
of the students.
Dean Burton said that the success is limited with college influence because of a complete
absence of state college funds
for site acquisition, for parking
leases or for construction.
(cont. on page 6)
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Awaiting response

ACLU may act
By MIKE ZAMPA
Daily Political Writer
Still awaiting response from SAS
President John Buniel, the Santa
Clara County chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU), appears ready this week
to head out on its own against
state college facul ty grievance
procedures.
SJS Professor Eldred Rutherford, member of the ACLU board
of directors, said yesterday. he
has devised a plan intended to
strike down existing grievance
procedures.
Rutherford refused to reveal
his plan, but said it would be presented to the board next Tuesday night.
Meanwhile. no word hs filtered
down from the office of Dr. Bunse concerning response to an
AC7LIT report issued last week.
That document criticized the
grievance process and asked state
college officials, including Dr.
Bunzel, to join with the ACLU
in drafting new procedures.
Michael Chatzky, who drafted
the report. said the ACLU would
wait until oct. 5 for liunzel’s
reply, and after that take 1/11i lateral action.
Rutherfor its announcement yesterday. however. seemed to indi cate the de adli ne was mean
ingless. The instructor held out

little hope for response from the
president. "Finnicl can’t do anything now" Rutherford said.
Administration spokesman
James Noah e 1 a bo rated on the
president’s situation saying, "his
job is to enforce the grievance
procedures. If the trustees put
the procedures under review, that
would be the proper time for the
president tee express his views."
Noah said the president would
be out of town much of the next
two weeks, and again expressed
doubt as to whether he had yet
seen the ACI.I. report.
Thus despite rumors a statement
from Bunzel is forthcoming before
Oct. 5, chances of such comment
appear minimal.
At the heart of the \( IA complaint against the grievance process is lack of an adversary trial
situation.
Chatzky’s report lashed out at
the secrecy clause, rules against
representation for grieving parties, and a clause specifying technical rules of evidence need not
be followed.
Another point of conflict concerns
judgement of grie%ance cases. 11timately, the college president.
and on appeal the chancellor, decide grievance cases.
The ACLU proposes a hearing
before an "impartial third party"
who would pass judgement on the
case.

College nears new
employment plan
By ALAN AHI.STRAND
Daily Political Writer
Equal opportnniti emploment
taking a different tack at 5.15.
From the ,ni
waiting for qua! I cod Job applicants
to come along and hiring them regardless of ethnic background,
sec, religious or political beliefs,
the college is moving toward
active recruitment of minorities.
The ultimate goal of the new approach is a -composition of the
ft tree chisely comcollege we
parable to the ciimposition of the
potential work market." a vet it’d log
to a recent statement by Pres.
John liunzel.
Entitled "San hise SI ti’ College
Equal Employ mem opporiunily
and Nffirmative Action Policy."
the document ’online, 1 sweeping

program designed to put the poli
cy into effect.
Work on the program has been
underway sine last May, and a
data file "six inches thick" has
al ready been accumulated, according to the program’s coordinator, Executive Vice President
Burton Brazil.
The collection of information
is continuing, he said, with questionnaires that have been sent to
the college’s divisions and agencies to determine precisely how
the breakdown of college employees compares with the potential labor market.
"It’s no point wav ing your arms
and shouting virtuous slogans until
you find inn whei c the soft spots
are," he dcclii

Council rebuffs Buck,
votes to rejoin CSCSPA
By PENNY SPAR
Daily Political Writer
In direct conflict with Associated
Student Pres. Mike Buck, council
moved to rejoin the California State
College Student President’s Association (CS(’APA) at yesterday’s meeting.
Councilman Matt Cusimano’s motion
that would send two members of council to the CSCSPA meeting was passed.
The $1000 organi zation dues would
come from special allocations.
The move must be approved by Buck,
or carry a two-thirds vote over his
expected veto.
In the first council meeting of the
semester, members voted to freeze
$95 of the attorney general’s funds,
which were to be used for a lawsuit
against the trustees for violating student rights during demonstrations.
Steve Burch. attorney general, said
the lawsuit was dropped because three
other state colleges have initiated
similar suits against the trustees.
The final decision in the suit will apply to all state colleges.
Burch wanted the money transferred
for his own administrative use. But
when it was questioned whether student council could allocate the funds,
the motion for the freeze was passed.
"They will try to say I’m in league
with the executive branch by making
me use executive money," argued
Burch. "They want to tie me up, by
making me gee begging for money.
I’m supposed to investigate the A.S.
government, but without money, how
can
Buck. in his presidentail report,
informed council that the budget committee will meet in the next few weeks,
instead of during the spring semester
as is normally done.
Ile is especially concerned with funding of insinwtionally-related p r grams, such as the marching band,
intercolltgiate athletics, and the Spartan Daily.
"All requests for monies for these
programs will be closely scrutinized
by the Special Allocations Committee
and even more closely examined by
my office," said Buck. "It will be my
policy that there will be no funding of
instructionally related activities this
year."
Ile also informed council of the
programs his staff has been workingon
this year, including:
a plan for ending Spartan Shops,
with their ser,ices to be divided
between the \.S. government, the college union and the housing office
a married students’ housing survey
a student directory
a housing rights handbook

.Jeff Potts then discussed his role
as student ombudsman. Ile said his
purpose is "to raise the status of the
student, as far as determining his own
destiny on campus and in the college
union. We want to cut through the red
tape and get the paternalism of the

administration off our backs.- Potts
added.
In other action, council heard Dr.
I
dar Reghaby condemn the Spartan
Daily for riot printing a rebuttal to a
news story concerning him, which he
claimed con t a ined confidential in
formation.

Ombudsman’s position
remains experimental
(Editor’s note: This is the second of two articles dealing with
the position of campus ombudsman.)
By BARBARA WALSH
Daily Investigative Writer
San Jose State has employed
an ombudsman on the campus -as a service to students and
faculty- -for the past four years.
But, it is still considered an experimental position.
.1. Benton White. the first campus ombudsman, resigned its August. 1968, after serving one .ear
in the post.
Ile then returned
to his former position as campus
minister.
Dr. Ralph Poblano was next
to assume the position of ombudsman.
Ile left campus Aug.
31, the date his contract with the
school expired.
"The belief that Dr. Ralph
Poblano might not be continued
as ombudsman because ’he was
doing his job too well!’ has no
basis in fact", according to 1)r.
George Halverson, assistant to
Pres. John Buniel.
"Dr. Poblano." he continue d.
"made All important contribution
to the college community during
this three year tenure as omThere is simply no
budsman.founda liii wha isi ley e r to any contention that he was too aggressive...to suit the administration,"
Dr. Halverson declared.
According to 1)1.. Halverson last
spring was "a time to take a good
look at our expe rience. and
say ’where do we go now
Fur this purpose. a committee
of faculty and students was formed
last April tie report on the role
and function of a campus ombudsman.
An ombudsman works chiefly

as a red tape cuttera ovisiti
tel whom one may appeal to by
pass the bureaucratic maze which
which plagues modern colleges.
The report on the ombudsman
at San Jose State was presented
tel President Bunt& ea rly last
.1une, and contained recommendations about the future of the
position on this campus.
Mc committee. chaired by Dr.
oberi s atanabe of the Chemistry De pa rtment unanimously
agreed that the ombudsman office
should be continued.
Two major recommendations
were made to President Buniel
about the office of ombudsman.
The committee requested that associate ombudsmen be appointed
and that the office be staffed with
adequate support personnel.
The second major recommendation submitted was that sperm ament ombudsman committee be
established to evaluate the per
of the ombudsman and
his office.
The appointment of a college
ombudsman would be made by
the President based upon the ma
jority recommendation of this
standing committee, the report
continued.
In a reply to the report. President Bunzel agreed that the position of ombudsman should be continued, and that it shoul d be staffed
with adequate support personnel.
However, he stated that in view of
the present budgetary situation.
"it is impossible to consider appointing eme or more associate
ombudsmen."
"There simply arc no hinds
in the current year’s budget to.
additional ombudsman positions.
and I am not optimistic that this
(cont. on page 4)
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Editorial

Garage less than perfect
The new parking garage is
suffering from a classic case
of opening -night jitters.
Although the $4 million
structure on South Ninth and
East San Fernando streets
has played to a packed house
since it opened Sept. 20, it
still has a number of kinks
in it.
The elevators have had a
split personality ever since
the garage opened -some days
they work, some days they
don’t.
Tuesday the lights went out.
This meant that driving in
the new parking garage was
extremely hazardous, since
the drivers mild not see
other cars or pedestrians.
Yesterday morning, drivers
discovered that thes i gn telling whether the level was full
was missing on the fifthfloor.

Interestingly enough, the
machines that take the 25 cent parking fee never seem to
break down
However, we re not blaming
the parking authorities at SJS
for the bugs in the garage.
They are not to blame if the
equipment they purchased
does not work.
But it is a sad commentary
on the state of American technology that a college can spend
$4 million on a building that
doesn’t function properly.
Opening night jitters are
understandable during the
first few performances, whether it be a play, a parking
garage, or even the campus
newspaper.
But as the season p r ogresses, the audience has a
right to demand more perfection in the performance.

Letters to the editor

Collegetuition:budget;crowding
’Free’
The concept of "free" state
colleges in California is once again being threatened by the action
taken by the California state legislature.
A bill authored by Assemblyman
Dixon Arnett, R -Redwood City,
has already been passed by the
Assembly and is currently being
heard by the Senate Education
committee.
In essence the bill would allow
the State college Board of Trustees
to charge tuition to graduate students.
Although Assemblyman John
Vasconcellos, D -San Jose has
added an amendment to the bill
which sets the maximum amount
of tuition per student per year
at $200, the fact still remains
that an unnecessary burden will
be placed upon California state
college graduates.
The bill, if passed by the Senate
and signed into law by Gov. Reagan
will not alleviate nor replace the
taxpayers responsibility to higher
education.
In fact the monies
will be used for financial aid
by needey students.
For those
graduate students that don’t qualify for financial assistance it will
mean an added expense of $100
per semester.
It is hoped that the Senate will
re-evaluate this bill and reject
it as being harmful to California’s
"free" state college system.
La Vonia Anderson

Reagan
Editor.
"The pen is more powerful than
the sword." This old phrase means
as much today as the first moment
it was coined.
Students of SJS
pick up your pens and bury the
sword Governor Reagan used to cut
your college’s budget.
Do you want to stand in lint.
for hours at registration next
semester only to have the classes
you need close again? Remember
how the sociology classes were
closed by the second morning of
registration?
Maybe you didn’t need a sociology
class but everybody has been affected one way or another.
If
you were a journalism major who
wanted to concentrate in magazine
work your adviser told you to
forget it because the magazine
department was completely dropped.
The faculty has been cut down.
Fewer teachers mean fewer
classes can be taught. College
equipment, such as audio visual

materials, is scarce. Have you
taken a look at the new 11 story Business Building? Beau huh?
Yet, 16 classrooms
are without adequate equipment
and furniture.
This kind of situation can only
occur once and should never occur
again. If you are 18 or over you
can write Governor Reagan and
your state senator and protest
Reagan’s budget cutback. Enrolled
as a student at SJS you also have
a right to an education without
hardship.
In this way you can
protect the quality of your education.
Elizabeth Venegas

Campus
Editor:
Some 23,000 students attend
classes at SJS on a campus crammed into a five -block area located
virtually in downtown San Jose.
Many a newcomer to the college
has been heard to say, "I don’t
know where the town ends and the
college begins."
Unfortunately the campus cannot
be picked and moved to another
location.
However, what we do
have can certainly be improved
upon.
The recreation field adjacent to
West Hall has a fence around it
that really doesn’t need to be
there.
It only serves to give
the area the look of an elementary
school football field instead of an
open patch of grass. It is typical
of SJS landscaping.
The extension of Eighth Street
onto the campus is unwarranted.
rue, it has been closed off but
basketball hoops were put up right
on the old street, an action which
even most .elementary schools
have yet to stoop to.
The whole idea of having any
of the existing streets running
through the SJS campus is ridiculous anyway. The traffic that
runs through San Carlos Street
brings far too many vehicles onto
the campus.
A new network of streets through
SUS is needed and none of them
should run the length or width of
the school.
Some very basic landscaping is
needed throughout the entire SJS
area.
More trees, shrubs, and
imagination are needed to rid
SJS of
its
"degree factory"
image.
Educational priorities should
always come first but esthetic
values should be cherished also.
Frank Bruno

"I (Ire% Iii e...ho% a built

Ohl

bv Toni Peacock
Academic Council
Last Monday; Academic Council
met for the second time this
year. They could have sold tickets and competed with P.T.
Barnum. One of the most hilarious skits was a 20 -minute argument over a measure which was
voted on and passed two weeks
ago!
Mike Btfsplk was there but
didn’t have anything to say (as
usual).
Another distinguished representative called "point of order,"
announced that a more up-to-date
ruling was in effect, and then
remembered that it had not been
passed, all in one breath.
Also adding to the entertainment,
the Parliamentarian violated parliamentary procedure, as was done
three times during the afternoon.
The discussion was concluded
with an announcement from the
State College Trustees that all
faculty members are to give a
pound of flesh when receiving
their monthly paycheck. Although somewhat of a hardship on the
faculty, its purpose is to allow
for more efficiency in the amount paid -per -hours work scheme.
Write Dudley Shylock in L.A. for
more information

Reflections
11)
It seems unusual that today’s
young people, probably more
schooled than the youth of any
other age, are so naive. We believe anything that is conveyed
persuasively by the mass media.
Some of us are driven to mass
movements and "relevant" personal actions after watching a
talk show or reading a shallow
political hand-out.
It is probably our way of seeking easy answers. An easy answer
is better than no answer, we reason, when faced with such a complex and alienating world. Or perhaps we feel that being part of any
movement or group means i d entity.
Whatever the reason, we show
a distinct lack of rationality at
times.
We hear a fine actress, Jane
Fonda, speak on political issues
about which she quite obviously
knows nothing, and we applaud
her verbal nonsense vigorously.
We listen to an engineering professor (not an historian or political scientist), Dr. Jack Kurzweil, speak on life in Cuba. And
some of us actually believe such
talk is the last word on hov
things really are on that island.
When a lawyer named Kunstler
tells us 16 Black Panthers have
been murdered at the hands of
police, we accept such false assertions with little more than
a raised fist and a "right on!"
Isn’t it timewe got back to searching for the hard answers? If
we really are sincere about solving today’s problems, we must
find the answers the hard way -by scouring volumes of scholarly

Bob

work and by spending our money
to hear "experts" on particular
subjects, rather than inviting media personalities.
And even after such reading
and listening, we should still be
somewhat skeptical. That a man
writes a book does not mean that
he necessarily has the answers.
He still must logically prove his
points.
For those who don’t want to make
the search for tough answers,
that’s fine. But they should understand that they know nothing and
should show some humility in
matters about which they are inadequately versed.
Indeed, Socrates philosophy that a wise man
is one who realizes that he knows
nothing seems somewhat applicable here.
Perhaps one of the big roadblocks to true education in recent
times has been the all -encompassing splurge of mass media.
It is true we know a little bit
about almost everything now. The
radio and TV news offers us
round -ups of the top issues, and
the talk shows acquaint us further
with some of today’s problems
and the people in the news.
But such knowledge is too
skimpy, perhaps, to be of any
real aid.
In fact, for many of
us it is a bit dangerous. For
we begin thinking our knowledge
has depth; we accept certain opinions as fact; we build up an entire
prejudice for or against something
without having read a single syllable.
I realize that an appeal to
intellectual skepticism is not really in today. I expect several

angry letters from sociology students who will claim that in this
Age of Aquarius we need to more
fully trust our fellow man. Skepticism has no place in their plans
of the future.
But I simply must disagree. We
must understand that each spokesman for a particular cause has a
motive.
And it’s important to
understand that some people just
stretch the truth to fit their conceptions of how things should be.
Whether it be intentional or not,
there are those who would mislead
We should not hate such
us.
people or start wars because of
them, but we should be wary of
their views. Only that way can we
spot the kind of !ies and myths,
perpertrated by Hitiers and Stalins, that horribly disrupt the lives
of men.
Editor’s note: All stuaent and faculty
members are encouraged to express
their views on any subject in the letters
to the editor section of the editorial
page. Letters may be mailed or brought
to the Spartan Daily office. JC 208, and
must be 250 words or less, typewritten
and double-spaced. Name and activity
or faculty card number must be included, and all letters must be signed
Non -students and non -faculty members
are asked to include address, telephone
number and title or position The
Spartan Daily will not print letters which
are libelous or in poor taste The editor
reserves the right to edit or cut letters
to conform to space limitations and to
cease publication of letters dealing with
subjects he believes have been
exhausted

Staff Comment

Craz. George nos unofficial; SJS changes needed
I), Keith Peters
An era has passed George
Henderson is gone.
Fondly called Crazy George
by followers and fans, SJS’ madcap cheerleader cannot officially
beat his little drum or lead apathetic football fans in cheers anymore.
But Crazy George still turns
up at SJS grid contests, as was
the case in last week’s loss to
California.
With George sitting in the stands
diploma in hand, the group of
newly chosen cheerleaders did
their best to drum up spirit, something that SJS has lacked even with
George at the helm.
It’s evident that Crazy George
was one of a kind, but why jump
on his replacements.
The new contingent of SJS
cheerleaders were accepted last
Saturday in a manner befitting
the villian of an old-time movie,
with hisses and boos.
Give the kids a break you
fickle fans. They’re trying, which
is more than can be said about you
when tryouts were held last spring.
Treat the newcomers with the
respect and encouragement that
you gave Crazy George.

If you’re going to yell ( I
doubt it), do it in a positive
manner, George would have
wanted it that way.
It, Joy et. M eCallister
A favorite gripe of students
and faculty at SJS is the way
registration is handled. Everything that can be said about registration and everybody has said
it --over and over again.
The
people I’ve talked with agree that
something must be done.
But
it goes right on, semester after semester, being the same
antiquated, unworkable, unorganized and backward system it has
been for years.
And what about the bells that
ring every hour attempting to interrupt class? Is this necessary?
Not likely, but they’re pretty irritating, right?
And then there are the nice little ropes strewn all over campus
that keeps students from walking
across the grass.
The idea is
to keep paths from being worn
into the grass thus "wrecking"
the landscaping. They might also
keep students from getting to class
on time, unless one is a good hurdler and not too short. What is

grass for, but to walk on and sit
on and otherwise make one’s day
joyful and happy and soft?
There are approximately 25,000
students at SJS. If one -twentyfifth (1000 for math whizzes) of
you guys were to organize against
this dim-witted oppression, these
"institutions" could very well
change. It might make school more
bearable. Try it and see
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News Review

C.U. survey
result positive

Prison to go to court
Compileu From Associated Press
SAN FRANCISCOAn attempt by San Quentin
Prison officials to escape the press led to the
courtroom yesterday.
U.S. District Court Judge Spencer Williams
signed a show cause order that would bring
prison officials into court Oct 7 to explain why
reporter Alice Yarish has been denied permission
to interview inmates.
Mrs. Yarish, a reported for the Pacific Sun
weekly newspaper, claimed that a State Department
of Corrections directive prohibiting media interviews of specific prisoners in all state prisons
is a violation of freedom of the press.
The directive prohibiting interviews was issued
two days after what San quentin officials described
as an abortive escape attempt in which three white
guards, two white inmates and Soledad Brother
George Jackson were killed.
Mrs. Yarish wants to interview San Quentin
prisoners Ruchell Magee, Fleeta Drumge, John
Clutchette and Larry Spain.
Drumge and Clutchette are the two surviving
Soledad Brothers charged with slaying a Soledad
prison guard in January 1970. Spain attempted
to escape with George Jackson last Aug. 21,
and Magee is charged along with Angela Davis
in the shootout at Mann County Courthouse in
August 1970.

Low draft quota expected
WASHINGTON-- The Pentagon will announce
today the new induction quota expected to be
the lowest annual total in nearly a decade.
According to Pentagon spokesman Jerry W.
Friedheim, the new call will cover the last
three months of 1971 and will bring this year’s
conscription rate to under 100,000 men. So far,
83,000 men have been inducted this year.
The last time the draft fell below 100,000
was in 1962 when 76,500 men were drafted into
the armed forces.
Although Friedheim did not give a firm figure
for the upcoming call, he did state that the total
for the three months will be below 15,000.
Selective Service authorities have said that they
anticipate the first men inducted will come from
among a pool of college and junior college graduates whose draft deferments expired in June.
Friedheim said it will take about two or three
weeks after the new call is issued to gear up.
for actual inductions.

Bill Noyes

American culture

Miss Toni Whytoshek senior
Spanish major, travelled in
Spain last year. In her words,
she went to Spain to see
the country and what the peo-

ple are like. From her experience, "I have come to
appreciate and understand my
own
culture."

is to take the owner to
Small Claims court, involving little expense to
to the student, but much
time.
According to "A Guide
to Apartment Leases,"
available in the A. S.
Office (on the third level
of the college union)and
the C. U. Information
Center, thissituation
can be avoided by
making sure the amount
of the deposit to be refunded is clearly stated
in the deposit clause.
The guide hints,
"Where the deposit
clause states the amount
of cleaning deposit tobe
refunded, crossthat
clause out and insert
the following. ’The full
cleaning deposit will be
refunded minus damages resulting from
normal wear and tear.’
This way you are legally
protected and entitled
to the full refund of
your deposit. Also include ’Cleaning deposit
shall be refunded within 14 days."
In the case that a renter
should have to go
through small claims
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Spain ‘friendly’ to coed
the last year attending
University of
the
Granada in Spain under
the California State College International Program.
During her one year
stay in Spain, she lived
with a Spanish family.
"With them I feel
very much like a member of the family.
Spanish people are very

court, Beall said the
cost of filing i s $2, added
to $1.50 charge to have
the defendant served by
registered mail.
Neither plaintiff nor
defendant are allowedto
have lawyers. The
plaintiff must be 21
years old or have someone over 21 to sign for
him. Maximum amount
that can be awarded is
$300.
A summary of legal
procedures is also
available at the C. U.
Information Center and
A.S. Office along with
other material concerning housing.
A listing service to
aid students and faculty
in finding housing on
and off campus is available through the SJS
Housing Office, 319 S.
Fifth St., #6.
According to Miss
Berniece Ryan, Housing
director, off -campus
housing is designated
either college -listed or
college -inspected
housing. Both categories must meet standards specified by the
Housing Office.

Landlords may list
properties inspected by
Housing Office staff
members by following
instructions and policies set up by the
Housing Office.
Students may use the
Housing Office listing
service to find apartments, rooms, or roommates. An index of
cards inside the office
on Fifth Street lists
availability ofapartments, roommates and
rooms with kitchen privileges.
Miss Ryan also sacl
that assistance isavailable to faculty in renting
their homes while on
sabbatical leave and to
incoming faculty in finding housing.

friendly. They are outgoing, eager to talk to
foreigners about Spain
and like to know what
foreigners think about
said Miss
Spain"
Whytoshek.
She travelled extensively in the country
visiting important cities
like Madrid, Cordoba,
Santiago, Zaragoza and
Barcelona. She also saw
England, Italy, Belgium,
France and Morocco.
One of the striking
experiences of Miss
Whytoshek’s
senior
year in Spain was the
finding of Arabian remains (called los restos
by the Spanish, left
from their occupation of
Spain between 711 and
1492 A. D.
This is evident in the
architecture, art and the
Alhambra, one of the
seven wonders of the
world, in Spain.
Other evidence of Arab
influence on Spanish
life, especially in Southern Spain, is the women’s dress and their
role in the society.
The heating system in
spanish homes, especially in the Southern
region of
Spain
Andalucia, was a novel
experience for Miss
Whytoshek.
The family gathered
around a big table under
which was placed a heated metal plate called a
bracero. The heat from

804 Lincoln Ave

732 So 1st

STARTS: 10 A.M. to 3 P.M.
SUN., OCT. 3rd ONLY

the bracer() provides
warmth for people
sitting around the table.
In contrast with the
U.S., where there isopportunity and freedom
for students to participate in politics, Miss
Whytoshek observed
that this is a "luxury"
in Spain.
She said that when
students protested a
in Spain last
trial
Christmas, the policc
invaded the University
of Granada campus to
disperse demonstrating
students.
The directors of the
university (the equivalent of our Board of
Trustees) closed the
unive rsity and threatened to keep it closed for
the rest of the year.
As a result of the
trial protest, some students are still in jail,
noted Toni
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$SMS55$
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What do you know about
Spain and the United
States?
According to SJS coed
Toni Whytoshek,"there
is not much difference
between Spain and the
United States as much
since Spain is part of
the Western Civilization."
Miss Whytoshek, senior Spanish Major. spent

lege union surveys at
the University of Texas
and Brigham Young
inversity had similar
returns.

ORGANIC FOODS
Including

tvp

San
Wine

THE A.B.C. IS OFF OUR CASE

the results.
Barrett said the 32
per cent return was
"about what I anticipated "
lie said col -

Similar to U.S.

Aware tenants avoid
rental contract woes
Renters, be aware!
The pitfalls of rental
agreements, especially
concerning cleaning deposits, can be avoided
through a few simple
guidelines, according
to James Beall, Associated Students Housing
Coordinator.
Rental agreements
should state in writing:
-how much the cleaning
deposit is;
-under what circumstances it is to be refunded;
-a list of the damages
already incurred
-the statement should
be signed by the landlord.
At least three calls
a day to Beall’s office
concern renters’ complaints about un refunded
cleaning deposits. Beall
said the lack of communication between
landlord and tenant and
not reading rental
agreements are the primary reasons for complaints.
When a landlordrefuses to return a
cleaning deposit the
only way to get a refund

The SJS College Union,
now a year and a half
old, has weathered its
first critique and
emerged with a favorable review.
In a student survey
conducted last semester, 87 per cent of
the students polled
agreed that the college
Union’s atmosphere was
"positive."
The poll was taken
by six recreation students with advice from
Ron
C. U. Director
Barrett and the Counseling and Testing CenThree thousand
ter.
were
questionnaires
963
handed out, and
(32 per cent) were refor
usable
and
turned

:
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Dr. Ellis
to speak
Oct.11

Child care
class begins

"Sex Without Guilt,"
a lecture by Dr. Albert
Ellis, will be presented
Oct. 11 in Morris Dailey Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Dr. Ellis is a psychologist / sexologist
who devotes his time to
helping persons "overcome their sexual hangups."
The speech is sponsored jointly by the Humanist Community of
San Jose and Humanists
on campus of SJS. A
$1 is asked of students
and $2 for non -students.
Dr. Ellis is executive
director of the Institute
for Advanced Study in
Rational Psychotherapy
in New York. He also
won the Humanist of the
Year Award for 1971.
Earlier in the day Dr.
Ellis will conduct a
workshop on "Rational
Emotive Therapy" at
the Hyatt House in San
Jose. Participants will
be able to interact with
Dr. Ellis and work on
specific areas of concern to them. Cost is
$20.

Katherine Young looks over her
pamphlet of budget recipes she compiled for people with little money
but who have a great need for well -

balanced meals. The pamphlet was
printed by the Welfare Department
of Santa Clara County.

Home economics instructor warns

poorly planned

Student meals
BY MINGO MAZZEI
Daily Feature Writer
Armed with vitamin
pills and a frying pan,
hundred of SJS students
leave their mother’s
kitchens for college and
too often leave nutritional meals behind as
For these
well.
students KatherineYoung,
SJS home economics instructor, has compiled
low-cost nutritional recipes.
The recipes, orginally compiled for low income families in Santa
Clara County, include
all of the four basic food
groups: meat, vegetables, cereal and milk
products. The recipes
appear in a pamphlet
printed by the Welfare
Department of Santa
Clara County. Miss
Young served on the nutritional board.
"Most students are interested in the amount

of dollars they spend on
food and they don’t stop
tritional value," remarked Miss Young.
This often leads to
poorly -planned m ea 1 s
with not enough nutrition to meet the hectic
pace of a student’s life,
she said.
Another problem Miss
Young has found with
college students’ diets
is that most girls are
afraid of calories.
"This leads them to
stay away from bread,"
stated Miss Young, "and
in doing so cut down on
their intake of cereals
which is needed for a
well-balanced diet."
For vegetarian students, Miss Young suggests that they eat peanut butter to fill the
protein gap in their
diet."
Miss Young advised
students to plan meals,
especially meat dishes

so that they may be used
for more than one meal.
"For example, it takes
a while to cook a roast
but in the long run, it
will save time and is
more economical, because you will be able
to use it for such things
as hot beef sandwiches
the next day," Miss
Young explained.
Although some students maintain they can
eat on less money, Miss
Young stated that in order to get good nutritional balance in their
meals, a college -age
women must spend at
leat $7.80 a week on
food. A man the same
age must spend $9 a
week.
Many pamphlets can be
obtained through the
federal government on
low-cost cooking and
meal management, according to Miss Young.
The pamphlet include

information on the
nutritional value of food
products and how to save
money at the grocery
store.
One of the recipes that
Miss Young has compiled into her low-cost
cookbook is a "Six -Lay-

er Dinner:"
One cup potatoes,
diced; 1 cup hamburger;
1 cup chopped celery or
carrots; 2 tablespoons
chopped onion; 1 cup
canned tomatoes; 1/4
cup green pepper,
chopped.

Working his way
through college

* * *
A seminar called "The
Potential Value of Future Improvements in
Weather Forecasting" will begin with coffee and cookies at 3:15
pm, Tuesday, in Duncan Hall 615.
Jack C. Thompson of
the Meteorology Department will conduct
the seminar. The department welcomes interested persons.
*

*

*

Dr. Rosemary Messick
of the SJS School of Education said that teacher -aide positions are
available in Sunnyvale
for SJS undergraduates
considering an elementary teaching career.
According to Dr. Messick, students will work
10 hours a week and wil I
be paid the minimum
wage.
Students who qualifN
can obtain further in
formation by contacting
the School of Education
or calling Ext. 2555
* * *
The Spartan Oriocci
Is sponsoring a dance
tomorrow from 9 p.m

to 12 midnight in the
Women’s Gym.
Music will be provided
by the "The New Miracles."
Admission is $1.75
for club members and
$2.50 for non-members.
Co-Rec will be held
immediately before the
dance at the regularly
scheduled time, 6:30 to
9 p.m.
* *
Need a class? Two
hundred class cards are
available for Education
196, a three unit seminar involving tutoring
and community interaction in the six public
schools in the SJSarea.
The class, which meets
every other week at a
time and place still to
be arranged, is affiliated with Operation
SHARE, the on -campus
tutoring program, and
will be taught by Dr.
Dwight Schafer of the
Educltion Department.
rhe sign-up sheet is

located in the SHARE
office, Barracks 14, behind the Journalism
Classroom Building.
* * *
An organizations
meeting for representatives of campus organizations will be held
Tuesday at 2:30 p.m.
in the C.U. Umunhum
Room.
Representatives who
attend the meeting are
asked to fill out new
officers’ cards, according to the Office
of Activities and Services sponsor of the
meeting.
.

*

*

*

Education Opportunity
Program (EOP) students who have not pick ed up checks for the
fall semester should
note that Oct. 8, is the
last chance to receive
aid. Checks must be
claimed by 5 p.m.. in
Room 102 of the Administration Building.

child care for children
and the secondary purpose would be a peripheral training program for related departmental majors.
Two yea rs ago the Psychology Department operated aChildren’s
House on Ninth Street,
which was torn down
to make room for the
new boiler unit now in
construction.
Miss Frances Gotland,
elementary education
teacher, feels that the
center should focus on
the needs of children,
and not be a laboratory
for college students.
According to Becker,
possible sources of
funds could come from
state and federal legislation, welfare funds
and special grants from
the Department of
Health, Education and
Welfare. But to receive
money, the center must
meet the requirements
of county and city agencies, and the Chancellor’s office.
Becker said that there
is a possibility of using a state owned paint
storage building on
South Campus, if the
In
plan is approved.
accordance withfire
regulations, the Industrial Studies would install a ceiling fire
sprinkler system.
Becker also mentioned

AWOL?
No check
SJS faculty will have
to sign a statement saying their attendance records are "correct" before receiving their
monthly paychecks tomorrow.
This is the word from
the state college Board
of Trustees.
Wording of the statement was left to individual college presidents.
President John Bunzel
said the SJS statement
is a "minimal" compliance with the trustee
policy because it does
not require employees
to account for performance of duties and assignments.
The SJS statement
reads, "The undersigned certifies receipt
of his salary warrant

Campus news briefs
The SJS Dames Club,
will hold its first meeting this fall on Monday
at 8 p.m. in C.U. Guadalupe Room.
Speakers are from
the National Organization of Women (NOW),
a women’s liberation
group.
The SJS Dames is a
part of a national organization of student
wives aimed at bringing together wives of
students and married
women students.

Child care centers
have replaced the traditional baby-sitter for
many students and
working mothers. With
this in mind, the Student Community Involvement Program
(SCIP) has established
a class to build a SJS
child care center from
the legal ground up.
The class, of about
30 people, called the
Child Care Research
Action Group, has the
goal of making specific recommendation for
the implementation of
a center on this campus.
Working toward a
purely professional
staff and attitude, the
members of the class
plan to research the
technical problems of
developing a children’s
center for the college
community, according to Bill Becker, codirector of SCIP.
This semester they
plan a study of possible funds, a suitable
location for the center,
and a survey of students, faculty and staff
to determine the need
for the child care center.
According to Carl
Foster, SCIP co -director, the primary responsibility of the staff
would be providing good

for September, 1971, pay
period and that the attendance report on
which this warrant is
issued is correct. Any
exceptions have been
reported to the dean of
the school or head of
administrative unit.
"This simple process
will meet the requirement of the trustees
with a minimum of additional paperwork and
without insult to professional ethic of faculty members," Pres.
Bunzel said.
The trustees will meet
with the college presidents in November to
review the work certification procedures and
decide whether to continue with them or not.

KOREAN KARATE

TAE KWON
AIKIDO

KARATE

One SJS student has found a unique way
to make money for college-- he makes
and sells leather articles in front of
Centennial Hall.
Although he has a
peddler’s license, he has found that
college officials don’t approve of his
money -making scheme --which is why
he wouldn’t give his name to Spartan
Daily.

WALT DISNEY
FILM FESTIVAL
a 150 minute retrospective -timeless
cartoon classics

Do

JUDO
GROUP OR PRivAll OR
KEN. WOMEN. CHILDREN
MON SAT
10 A M TO 10 P M

Ombudsman
(Cont. from page I)
situation is likely to
change in the near future," he stated in the
report.
President Bunzel did
not agree to the second
recommendation, that
the standing ombudsman be appointed by the
President of the college
with the advice and assistance of representatives of the college
community. This could
be accomplished by appointing an ad hoc committee to search for the
ombudsman, e v a luate
the qualificationsof
candidates, and to recommend those best
qualified for the president’s consideration.
President Bunzel believes that if a permanent committee were
set up it would slip
into too stringent a
"watchdog" role.
At this time, the administration is establishing a search committee to find a qualified ombudsman for the
college, according to
Dr. Halverson. He
stated that it is a "first
order priority to find
and appoint an ombudsman."
The administration does not expect the
position will be filled
immediately, be cause
the search committee
needs time to organize
for their search. It is
hoped that the post will
be filled by the spring
semester.

Nine one

thing that
hasn’t gone tip
since 1950.
1
Try. Try hard.
The Only thing we can think of
is what we make. The Swingline
-Tot 50" Stapler. 984 in 1950.
984 in 1971.

INSTRUCTOR
DAMS Clial 519 DEEM MACS SILT
SUMS ClenIC Ate 0(511(5
MT

275-1533
444£.SANTA CLARA

the possibility of coordinating some departments to make creative
playground equipment.
Some of the problems
Foster forsees would
include sponsorship of
the program. Although
it is up to the class
to determine the type
of program, if sponsorship were under the Associated Student government, then there
would be a yearly question of funding.

SAN JOSEI

And it Still comes with 1000 free
staples and a handy carrying
pouch. It staples, tacks and
mends. It’s unconditionally
guaranteed. It’s one of the
world’s smallest staplers.
And it’s the world’s biggest
seller. Could be that’s why IT
hasn’t gone up in price in
21 years.

TOGETHERNESS
IS
YOUR
THING ANDT4E

If you’re interested in something
a little bigger, our Cub Desk
Stapler and Cub Hand Stapler
are only $1.98. Both Tot and
Cub Staplers are available at
Stationery, Variety and College
Bookstores

CLOSEST
THING
TO

The Swingline "Tot 50"

YOU
ts
Nate

913*

in 1950.

984 in 1971.

8 you can name something else
That hasn’t gone up in price
since 1950, lel us know. We’ll
send you a free Tot Stapler with
1000 staples and a vinyl pouch.
Enclose 254 to cover postage
and handling.
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Beicher,Beill: SJS AllAmericSeptemabe 30n97sPage5
BY BARBARA THATCHER
Daily Sports Writer
All-American isa term
in keeping with apple
pie, the flag and football
players. "All-American", a word that conjures up pictures of the
big, strong, jock, the
football hero, the star.
Ken Belli and Fred
Belcher are All-Americans, however their names and faces are not
known to thousands of
sports fans. Their

Jim Walker

photos have yet to adorn player, in my opinion
press books and mag- one of the top six in the
azines but in the un- nation."
Of Belli. Walton said,
hearlded world of water
polo they are big men. "Ken is a strong play"Belcher has been one er, who makes up for a
of the best players in lack of finesse with
the state since his high strength. Ilecomes
school days," com- through for us at many
mented coach Lee Wal- crucial times."
ton, who in his nine
Glowing words from
years at SJS has con- the man that possibly
out
Allsistently turned
knows their ability the
American players and best, but what of their
championship teams. own thoughts on a sport
"He is an outstanding that consumes hours of

Polo ace

SJS water poloist Fred
Belcher (center) swims in
for another shot on goal.
An All-American, Belcher

has all the tolls to put the
Spartans back in the national spotlight.

their time and a certain
amount of dedication.
Water polo is a much
underrated sport, Belli
explained. "I don’t know
if it will ever be as big
as other sports, but I
think it does a lot more
towards total body
building.
"The sport has enabled me to do many
things I would have
never had a chance to
do, like (ravel and meet
new people," continued
the junior physical education major whose
formula for success in
water polo is "good
swimming ability and
the desire to play."
A transfer student from.
the College of San
Mateo, Belli was greatly
influenced by his b rothei 1st) a water polo. ist who encouraged him
to pursue the sport in
high school.
"Water polo is a sport
where you have to think
ahead of the other person, and constantly anticipate his next move,"
Belli asserted.
Big, blond haired
Belcher elaborated on
Belli’s remarks saying
"I think the interest in
water sportshasincreased since the 1964
Olympics. I know that
water polo has done a

"As for the team everyBelcher hopes to play
lot for me in fact it
even got me in to one knows each others for the 1)e Anza Aquaplaying ability a little tic Club where he would
school."
A transfer student from bit better this year. join other All-AmeriBelcher added,"the te- cans who have gone on
Ful lerton Junior College, Belcher has been am seems to have more to further national and
international comactive in water polo for depth this season".
Both poloists agreed petition.
ten years. "It used to
Belli hopes to possibe all I did until last that much of the team
bly pursue coaching of
year when I needed some depth and unity was
money and got a job due to the junior col- water polo or some
as a beach guard."
lege transfers, particu- other water activity.
The water polo proLike Belli, Belcher larly from De Anza Col feels anticipation of the lege, and a flock of ex- gram as they see it
is
greatly expanding
reers
other player is an in- perienced p lay
portant part of the game. turning from last sea- both on the high school
"You learn after awhile son’s team. Last sea that all coaches andpla- sotto the team finished
King or
yers havea certain style fourth in the nation.
queen size
It’s all a
Belli emphasised,
of playing.
matter of figuring out "We’re a little behind
what the other player the progress of last
Water mattress
will try to do next." years team but we
Cool, if not casual should do extremely
about their All-Amer- well this season.
ican ranking, both
Following graduation
players feel it was nice, Belli and Belcher have
but Belli added. "The no definite plans but
4958 el can iii real
coaches mostly decide it hope to keep active in
lOS altos, calitorma 94022
and I really think there the water polo world.
14IINN67-1656
is a lot of politics involved."
Walton and the reputation of t he team
were major factors in
Belli and Belcher’s decision to attend SJS.
NCAA champions in
1968, the team hopes to
repeat the victory this
season.
"Walton does a real
good job of coaching, he
can talk to you on your
own level," stated Belli.

Strong forward
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COME IN TO YOUR NEARBY SANK OF
AMERICA BRANCH SOON Find out about this
nek serv.ce Ask any tells, Or. pick up
copy or our booklet TO. Colley* Plan which
dves all the details.

BANKOF AMERICA"
ava.iable only at these branches:
Second & San Crlos Branch, 280 South Second Street
utkubv. tchc
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CAR WASH

695 W San Carlos at Montgomery St.

$1.00 WITHOUT
FILL -UP

SAN JOSE
OPEN EVERYDAY
8 A.M. - 8 P.M.

Wmtgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379.3051

710 Del Mnnte Cr

Carmel
Phone 375 65/7

New and Returning Students St Faculty

PAUL’S, YOUR CAMPUS JEWELER
WELCOMES YOU
downtown’s fineJI, and most
YO7I are invileho
4anl jewelry slore (us well as -41maien .gaikon
Plaza an,/ illeilgale Shopping center
VISIT our store and get acquainted ..itu tiu
many services te have to offer you.
IN ORI 1111NE ON OUR I W’N PRENIISFs.
FREE cleaning and checking of
your rings.
EXPERT watchmaker and jeweler
on duty for fast and accurate service.

3111:5 SIC NUTS,SUNFLOWEE SEEDS,INUED FRUIT. MOUE

’RIFE

tor what! additional charge beautiful.
color scenic checks that show sporting
events or California scenery from the surf to the
Sierras

ALWAYS OPEN even oaring the laminar
all college checking plans have this feature
You can keep your account open throughout
the summer with a zero balance at no charge.
SPECIAL LOW COST CHECKS Or it you wish

College of San Mateo, Belli is a mainstay in Coach
Lee Walton’s hopes for a
repeat of his squad’s 1968
NCAA championship.

CAR WASH

Organic Groceries
member ()I

Open noon9pm daily
10-5 Sat

OPTIONAL SERVICES TO AUGMENT YOUR
COLLEGE PLAN CHECKING ACCOUNT Instant
Cash - Athol protects you against the cost
and inconvenience or Overdraft checks Plus
our widely popular BankArnericard

year.

Chovre

nwsreiinaige

Bank of America introduces the College Plan
Here a what you get
LOW COSY only St a month during the school
year
NO CHARGE in June. July and August. Get a
checking account at nine
months COW,
NEWS 12 months 8
NONYEILY

year .round

Sal’s Sub Shop

Soft
upholstered
- frames $59

A CHECKING
ACCOUNT
DOESN’T
HAVE TO BE
fg. HiT;Eitis9

Intra
murals

MUNCH IES?

HES 1 1 11 k \ I

72 E. Santa Clara St.

strong plus

A year’s layoff hasn’t
hurt the talents of SJS’s
bonafide All-American

Strong and aggressive, AllAmerican forward Ken Belli forms a tough scoring
duo with teammate Fred
Belcher.
A transfer from

(includes garlic bread)
HI 1 111 1

$18.75

in familiar form

Jim Walker

ALL THE SPAGHETTI
YOU CAN EAT -$1.00

tuatigicas

Hernandez back
soccer star Mani
Hernandez one iota.
After sitting out last
year to "further his studies," Hernandez has
returned to the form
that won him Northern
Hemisphere Player of
the Year honors as a
sophomore.
Now a senior. Mani
is back in his familar
spot as the team’s leading scorer whileplaying
at his left wingposition.
In four games, Her A total of 22 teams,
In four
games
representing four leagues, will battle it out Hernandez has scored
to determine SJS’s top seven goals and chalked
up three assists. Intouch football intras ide -le( t
Ed gar
mural team. as league
Podlesky is right behind
play starts Oct. 4.
Two of the upper with six goals and a like
number of assists.
division leagues, including the fraternity
Jim Zylker. injured
on
league, starts play
during the recent PCAA
Tuesday, while 11 te- tourney, has tallied five
ams. divided into two goals and three assists
leagues start their play during his brief appearon Monday, Oct. 4.
ance.
Freshmen Ken
Games will start at Davis, a non-starter,
4 p.m. and a team has kicked in four tallies
forfeits ten minutes including three in one
later if it can not field game.
a squad.
The Spartan soccermen
In opening league play host San F ranci sco State
on Monday, the following Saturday night at 8 p.m.
teams make up the two in Spartan Stadium.
In league
(’ leagues.
Currently ranked ninth
number one are Qui Phi
Signa, Moulder Hall, in the nationalpolls,
Allen Hall. Air Force. with a 4-0 record, SJS
Army, and Alpha Phi won’t face a real tough
Omega. The second lea- team until the Univgue has Them, Wash- ersity of British Colburn, Royce Hall, the umbia brings its act to
Maulers and Markham. town Oct. 8-9.

and college and junior
college level.
Individual All-Americans, but in any game
for Belcher and Belli
it seems to be the team
effort that counts

ENGRAVING by master jewelers.

SEE the dazzling display of exquisite
designs in diamond fashions.

EXCLUSIVE DIAMOND DESIGNS by
Orange Blossom as well as
exciting creations by
Pouts own craftsmen.
WATCHES by
Omega -Role x-Bulova.
COMPLETE BRIDAL REGISTRY
featuring the finest in
China -Stemware -Silver.
SPECIAL SNOW RATES end TERM:,

SEE our large display of trophies and
fraternal emblems

PaU1:44 feu eler..
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Plans may be changed

Love a flower
It’ll love you?
BY PEGGY SOMERS
Daily Feature Writer
If you’ve always
thought your African violet that refuses to
bloom hates you, you

may be right.
A San Jose metaphysical church is conducting experiments
based on the belief that
plants know what a per-

7’OPLESS AND BOTTOMLESS

ENTERTAINMENT

JAKE’S
44%

ADMIT ONE /

(-EAU DE LOVE
SKIN LOVING
SPECIALS

LEI BODY MOISTURE
FROSTED SPLASH

@BATHING

FOAM

CX)

10th and Santa Clara
We carry a complete line of LOVE Cosmetics

10th STREET PHARMACY
294-9731

David Crosby
Grahatri Nash

Judie Sill
Sunday Oct.17 8pm
Flint Center
DeAnza College

Protect problems loom

son is thinking about
them and react either
positively or negatively to their keeper’s
thoughts.
"We’ve always believed that each person
gives off his aura of
love or hate, so why
shouldn’t a plant be able to interpret this?"
said Dr. Robert Scott,
director of the Science
of Mind Institute, 945
Willow St., San Jose.
Scott based his qdery
on research done by
Cleve Backster, an expert in polygraphs or
lie -detectors.
Scott related the story
of Backster’s discovery. "He was attempting to measure the time
it took water to reach
the leaves of a plant in
his office, so he attached a lie -detector probe
to one of its leaves.
"The lie detector measures the increased
level of perspiration on
a person’s hands as he
answers questions during a test," he continued, "but that plant’s
leaves showed no no noticeable rise of wetness.
"After waiting a while,
Backster became disgusted and thought of
burning the plant’s
leaves to see how dry
they really were."
According to Scott,
that’s when the fun began. "The graph went
wild as the plant reacted violently against
Backster’s thought to
burn its leaves," he
maintained.
The discovery by
Backster took place in
1967, and now, Scott
said, "we conduct demstrations in the church,
and plan to form small
groups to study this
phenomenon.
"We are trying to
get in tune with life,
and realizing the power of human signals to
plants is just one of
the way we are trying
to achieve this," emphasized Dr. Scott.
"We believe that love
is a soul force, and enough love can heal anything," stated Scott.

12040
NIGHTLY AT 9:25
CHEKHOV’S
THE SEA GULL"

1:

VI

7:00

NICULOBSON

LINCOLN A (Etna sTS
SANTA CRUZ
476-,--er

Drink
positive

(cont. from page I)
Plans may again be
The rechanged.
development agency has
ordered Saga to come
up with an alternative
design for their section of the San Antonio Plaza program. Detailed diagrams are expected by the endof October.
The new plan would
change the Saga site
area from the rectangular site to a square
one. This would be accomplished by placing
the blocks for construction side by side rather
than end to end.
If the changes are enacted the project would
form a square, bordered by South Second and
South Fourth and East
San Antonio and East
San Carlos streets.
Jim Amis of Rock rise and Associates, the
redevelopment agency’s consulting firm in
the San Antonio Plaza
project, of which the Sa ga plan is a part, believes the change would
bring SJS back in contact with downtown business.
The major move in
the new proposal shifting of the Saga hotel.
In current plans, it
straddles East San Antonio Street and thus
gives a feelingof block tog out SJS.
MORE FLOW
With the hotel on another site, Dean
Burton believes there
would be more of a
flow from the campus
One of
to downtown.
the goals of the project had been to bridge
the gap between the bus bless and college interests.
That block between the
two communities has
long been recognized as
a problem. San Jose City Planner Ken Edens
contends, "Downtown
San Jose and SJS have
turned their backs on
each other."
Edens said that downtown store owners have
ignored students interests.
Right now the student

Sparta
Guide
TODAY
TRI-M (Members of
Modern Marketing) will
hold the first meeting
and introduction seminar. Come to the third
floor of the College Union in the student council chambers at 7:15
p.m. Orientation meeting. Open to all majors.
TRI-M club will hold
an Olympic Day featuring "The Lame Games"
at 12:30 p.m. on the
ROTC field.
SKI CLUB, 7:30 p.m.,
(
. ballroom. Ski film
scheduled.
FASA meeting, 7 p.m.,
C.U. Madrone. General
meeting for all members.
AMANDA MAIGA YOGA
society, 1 p.m., table by
reserve book room near
(’entennial Hall.
CHI ALPHA meeting,
7:30 p.m., tipper Room,
434 E. Williams.
BUDDHISM & Zen sessions. 7:30 p.m., 430 S.
13th St. Sessions led by
Bishop Nippo Syaku. $1
per person.
FRIDAY
FOLK ROCK at Jonah’s
Wail, 8 p.m. until midnight featuring "New
Mi Tildes".

TOWN &
COUNTRY
LODGE
Dining -Entertainment
in the Santo Cruz Mts

ARRELISUI.IRISCH, 1 C

ST 1OUIS

The first malt liquor good enough
to be called BUDWEISER.

this weekend:
Fri. Oct. 1 Loading Zone
Sat. Oct. 2 - Fafner
Sun. Oct. 3 Oganookie
coming Oct. 15,16
Charlie Musselwhite
must be 21
Hiway 9
in Ben 1 ornnnd

related stores consist
of "two head shops,"
said Edens. "I’ve had
shop managers confide
in me that they simply
don’t need the college
business," he added.
WALL SET UP
Likewise according to
Edens, the college has
"set up a wall to the
business district along
Fourth Street.
Thus,
a shopping center related to the students has
simply never developed
at SJS, he noted.
Edens did, however,
voice a hope that the San
Antonio Plaza project
will bring the two
groups into a more harm o n ious relationship.
That hope, though, may
prove to be unfounded.
Al Schlarmann, the redevelopment agency’s real estate consul-

According to John
Norberg, chief of planning and operations for
the redevelopment
agency, the shift in location will cover territory already occupied
by both a Bank of America building and a
city parking lot. Nor berg believes the bank
could prove a serious
problem. "It might have
to be incorporated into

tant said Saga is trying
to satisfy wishes to
bridge the student -businessman gap. Schlarmann expressed Saga is
trying to observe those
wishes, but still prefers
the original scheme.
MORE PROBLEMS!
Besides reservations
part of Saga to
the
on
the new site proposal,
further problems loom
on the horizon

any plans for that area,"
he said.
In addition, he conjectured that acquisition of the parking lot
from the city would encompass legal dealing
that would take at least
a year.
That time factor could
prove important, for
Norberg says Saga
plans to break ground
by May I, 1972.
ii

CITY CENTER MOTEL

EUROPE

$220. - $275. 11.T.
From West Coast
Fly One Way From$125
Flights All Year Long
Flights Also Available
Israel and the Orient
For Information
Contact 365-8625
E.S.E.P.
801 Woodside Rd.
Redwood City
ESEP - SJSC Members/

COLOR TELEVISION
FREE LOCAL TELEPHONE CALLS
COFFEE - KITCHEN APTS - HEATED POOL
AIR CONDITIONED ROOMS
24 HOUR WAKE-UP coPVICE

294-2995
it f a
, r

CERAMIC CLAYS
Stonewear & Sculpture

T

DIKDT?
CENTER
CITY

11-1 ’ I

,/,

High and Low Fire
DIseeset with

An*
ALL CREDIT C41105 ACCEPTED

Member of
Western
Motor Lodge

weiwac

Ststlent I.D.

550 Sunol St., Si
297-3404
Open 7 to 5 Mon. - Fri

45 E. REED SI.
corn., of
7ndA ted Si

Spartan Daily Classifieds
FOR RENT! I, 2, & 3 bdrrn. Apt.
wise cerpets. AEK wipe& $115. $150,
Centrally located 3
& $180 ts,mo.
miles from campus Just off Almaden
Expry. 2445 Rinconada Dr. Mgr. Apt
Cl. No children or pets. Unfurnished.
Call before 9 P.M. 266-1613. Cluiet
area, conducive for studious individuals.

1966 VW CAMPBER .XLNT Cond All
%teas Best offer. Must Sell 2511-01334

ANNOUNOIVIDIT.
SHAKLEE
Ecologically Sound:
Home Cleaners: Basic H. Basic L. etc.
Natural Food SupplerneMs:
Cocoa Instant Protein, etc.
We specialise in
NON -COMPANY PROPAGANDA
ONLY 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
466 South 5th 82 --Ph 297-3966
John & Mary Rhoades, Supervisors
REJECTS & SECONDS

Environmental Des.igns
Lamp Manufacturer
1809 Old County Rd.. Belmont
Open Sunday
PISCEAN WATERBEDS-1950 W San
Carlos, 294-1455 Just West of the
Gap.
Kong -Guam $24, Twin, $18.
Safety Liner. $2, Frames, $14. 10
year guarantee on all beds.
Also
Water Sofas, modern furniture..apistries.
Ask about our NRO policy
294-1455
FRIDAY FL ICKS"The R
’, 7
10 PM Morris Daily Aud.
500
admission
NEED A LIFT? JOIN SKI CLUB.
First meeting Thurs. Sept 30, Student Union Ballroom. 7:30 PM
NOTICE: NOW OPEN
THE POTTERS PLACE 76 E Seri
Fernando Everything in ceramics &
more
Phone 216-3413 Low Prices
Great Service.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, Join IEEE
now
Talks, tours, seem’s, video
tapes Join this week in Engineering
lobby
BALLET NOWI Beginning ballet
class
Sat 9-10 AM Phone Mr
Lawrence Quell at 736,8254 IStudiol
or 296-9902 Morrie/
ATTENTION: Girls 111 & over, Guys
21 & over, There is always something happening at the GARLIC FACTORY
HAPPY HOUR every day 4 30-6 00
Also the biggest & best spaghetti
feed in town. Tuesday at 6 The
Garlic Factory
SUBMARINE SANDWICHES, fresh
made 7-11 STORE. So 6th di San
Salvador St. Open 24 hours Also
organic foods
BALLET -Fill session of ADULT
CLASSES now starting at Eurazie
School of Ballet "Basic ’musts for
the beginner." Phone 267-1331 or
the beginner " Phone 267-1331 or
246-6675
/1111CM011v1
FIAT 124 yder ’68 red AM/FM new
paint immoc cond low mi. $2200
86 TRI-A IRS BRG rollbar. radio
Kono’s blue-streeks wire Esc cond.
293-4784 orig.
313,000 mil 5460.
owner.
I13 TR-4 Wire wheels, Radio, Heater
Most sell.
Virg good condition
Chuck Dodd
$1100 or best offer.
245-1618
63 Cutlass XInt Cond Rebuilt Auto
Trans
New brakes & tires S450
Call Gary 269.5400 anytime
Mercedes Bens 170 Dl . WWII Classic
Excellent Condition $16130 Call 2951242.
’89 FIAT 950 Spider White. E,.
Cond. New Alignment Hard top.
Engine pert at 255-1593 eft. 3 P.M

66 Datsun 1600 ’’ROADSTER", Gd.
Cond. New battery, convert. Top,
$800 or best offer. Call
radiator
289-8215
’

Sal/

SPACIOUS 2 bedrooms/2 bath New
shag carpeting. Under new management. Palace Apt 148 E. Williams
St

HART SNOW SKIS tic step in bindings
Best of
also Kollach buckle boots
fer 297-1609

DUPLEX, Partly furn. Girls or married couple, $125 p/mo. 540 So, 9th
Call 293-9617 or 289-8343.

YIN YANG WATERBEDS San Jose’s
first and oldest waterbed store invites you to compare quality, service, and price when buying your
waterbed
Call us anytime or stop
over any afternoon or evening Just
blocks from SJS at 400 Park Ave.
corner of Delman. 286-1263

Girl to share 3 bdrm. house w/pool
al fireplace S100 p/mo. 266-1065 Witlowglen area.
ROOMMATE WANTED for a very
part-time person" Int
ing mrrangement
Maturity desired 665
perimo
Patti 275-0222 or 7381558 8 blks to SJS.

LARGEST SELECTION of current,
used paperbacks. records and books
1/2 price Quality books & records
purchased.
Tap prices paid -cash
or trade.
Lots of science fiction,
supplemental* classics. RECYCLE
186 So 2nd St 296-6275

Female Roommate Needed for Iladrm
Apt. Senior or Grad Student. Veir
Call 286 45-1
close to campus.
After 6 P.M.

HASSELBLAD-Neve in box, 1971 model 6595 -Nikon 135 MM, lense5OMMlots more. Call 356-5681.
FIN! SALE - Lg. older home on So
14th 5 bdrms. 2-1/2 baths 627,000
call 292-4097 Extra Ig Din Liv & kit
FOR SALE- 2 foot lectric vibrator
Used once Owner deceased Make offer
St. James 390 Moffat Blvd Mt View
1971 Honda 350 Scrambler- Only 1200
miles XInt coed Clew, & well cared
for 5600 Call 244 8910 days or 732
1922 even Ask for Kelly
1

0

FANTASTIC PART TIME EARNINGS.
Enroll friends A neighbors in EPIC
Male- Female
Salary or Comm
Mr OH. 263-4441
-0.00 PER HOUR
Part & Full time
Hours flexible
FULLER BRUSH CO. 264-0699.

NEED TWO CONSIDERATE (female)
roommates for an apt. within walking
distance from LIS Water & portage
paid Free parking stall, completely
furn. Kitchen utensils already supOnly 560 p/mo 641 S. Ilth
plied.
St or call 292-5037 or 293-6112 &
leave trimmer,.

SPACIOUS 1 BEDROOM APTS. New
shag carpeting Under new management 148 E Williams. 293-4571.

ROOMMATE NEEDED! Male or female
to room w/mole away from campus
$50/mo own coons. 295 9412 util
included
Large 1 bdrm. Apt 1/2 Wk. tram
SJS $115/me. Basic turn. Prefer year
lease Call 287-7387 even preferred.

11061 6 sem lo* 4,N4 jiver
16:00** old is aerne.****,
will wren dif140., 16Nst
Galt haw,

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED- to
share large apt near State. $47 50 rno.
call Lee or Gem 275-9494
MARRIED STUDENTS S JS 1/2 bib
Lg. 2 bdrrn Apt w/w/ carpets 6
pool $150. 466 S. 5th 2116-0644.

MALE roommate wanted
Close to
campus
Reasonable Apt 06, 325
E William

Two Christian girls seek third to share
2 bdrrn apt. equipped weir coed,
dishwasher, shag rugs, etc $65,no
_
Cal

CIl

V W ’68 $750 Opel Rally ’813 -best
offer
Musl sell both cars Each
in excellent condition 293-4366
"C FIAT 11150, Excel’. Cond. New
tire* top & seats $1300. 247-9259
/liter 512

FREE ROOM 6 WARD in beautiful Los Gatos in exchange for baby sitting, housecleening. 3564825.

FAST ACCURATE, E xper ienced
Four miles from
typist, can edit
Mrs Aslanisn 2964104
campus
aa

One day

Teo daft

Thies days

Iced days

fen does

3 limes
4 lines
S lines
o lines

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
250
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
2.25
3.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

Ade this
amount
Md.
Non* line

.90

.S0

.50

.50

.50

D

UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERM
ANTE Yl 235
E Santa Clara St
Rrn 513 ph 290,4099
n
Need ride from or near P iedmont Hills
High School to SJS area at 1.40 Call
Rich 287-4965
FLYING SOON’
Your TWA Campus Rep Bruce Freeman can help you make your GETAWAY
Fly et 1/3 off with a TWA
YOUTH PASSPORT and tak up to
24 months to pay with a free TWA
GETAWAY CARD
Call 2974668
for info
or 297-1709
tions
Student will share.expense for ride
Tues. & Thurs, w/co-ed from Sunnyvale area. Call 732-2006 after 6P M
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MAGIC FINGERS 1:1001 Leaving Oct
Please call JOY,

Give description
FOUND MONEY
of other contents within Phone after .
500PM et 926-0759

CLASSIFIED RATES

101

Janus, 1 saw you got out
I waded
Call beck, you 401, V0.00410 Bruce
948 3594

mornings

PAINT Large 2 bdrrn
FURN.
1/2 blk. to 5.15 B11 in kitchen A
patio
Girls 451 So 10th 292-1327
11AM -’PM

each

WANTED: Rider to Mon night class
from Palo Alto area. I will drive
and pay gas Call 321-1306,

GRADUATE STUDENT wants to share
house (non-smoker)
1164-11685

-1

OWN -BUMPER" strip.
on weather resistant
Additional copies 50a
Box 9295, San Jose,

RENT A TV OR STEREO $KI par/mo,
free service, no contract.

Female Roommate needed In share I
berm apt 662 50 mo Come by 633
So Ifth ell

swam.

PlRSOl.AIii
WRITE YOUR
I’ll print it
vinyl
6100
each
Starr,
Calif,

FOR RENT: Extra large 2 berm.
Apt. Modern 843 So 8th 294-4749.
Fully furnished.
met atmosphere.

Male Driver to pickup and deliver TV
Sets Must be 21 Call 295-114811 Mr
Burns.

vase

Will Pay for Rides to.& or frism Los
Altos Hills Toes Wed. Inurs Act’-,
noons lane day or all 31 Cali rate
evenings or weekend 941 3976
- - -

’ 7
FRIDAY FLICKS -The R
10 P.M. Morris Doily And 50C admission

TEACHER -AID position, avoidable
in Sunnyvale.
10 hr. p/wk Mon.
wage SJS Undergrwls considering
Iern. teaching career call Education 404 en. 2555

LIVE-IN HOUSEKEEPER to lake care
of 2 school age boys & home Private
Room. Meals, Days Off plus salary
Must have car Call John Antalone
266 3500

AUTO INSURANCE
No 0 .
fused Low Monthly Rafe, Gil, 1, Slab
Comparison
low cost in0 TOR CYCLE INSUR
ANCE Annual Coverage up to 100c,
S26 CO. I. 126 cc $30. to 175 sr 534
to 3.i3 cc till. to 750 fl S54 Dav.d
Towle 241 3900

Refined, Furnished Roorns,Male,K rtchin Privileges, Nosmoking ordrinkmg 293304$

LIBERAL MINDED ROOMMATE
WANTED $80,mo plus I 3 utilities
Near 5.26 with 2 other guys 289-1706
after 5 P M
-MALE ROOMMATE WANTED -Share
2 harm wc2 other guys $80,ino 706
S 9th St 02 Ph 287-2614

PART-TIME WAITRESSES nded
Over 21 yr. Apply in person St James
Infirmary -390 Moffet Blvd Mt View

REJECTS & SECONDS
Environmental Designs
Lamp Manufacturer
1809 Old County Rd
Belmont
Open Sunday

NEED ALIFT?JOINSKICLUB FIRST
meeting Thurs Sept 30. StudentUnion
Ballroom. 730

FURNISHED 1 and 2 berm opts 1/2
blk to SJS Ideal for roommates $155
and $200 per me 439So 411,293-3762

TELEPHONE GIRLS WANTED for
Real Estate Co
No selling. $2 50
per hour 530
930 PM
M -F
Call after 3 247-5221 in Santa Clara

EXPER FAST, ACCURATE TYPING
& EDITING EX ENGLISH TEACHER
IBM ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER
CALL MARY COLE AT 244-2444,
.fter 5 30p m

1 Male "straight- student to share
a large room in a pryt. home. No
drinking. Near SJS. 297-6079

FOR RENT --3 bdrm 2 Ba. Apt.
Low rent 399 Sc 12th St Men or
women 296-1607.

TOP MANAGEMENT POSITION - Available on Part-time basis. Good
Income Call Robert Hall, 294-1769.
after 7 p.m.

LOVING CARE CHILD CARS Infant
Hot meals %Int, Supervision 258-0834

nonesinsom (I)

City

_
-
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Peen*
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